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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

A. CONCLUSION 

Researcher concludes that students need new media to attract 

students’ attention, by using new media students’ feel happy, will not 

be bored with the learning process and can even increase students’ 

enthusiasm for learning English, especially writing.  In writing 

students should practice continuously not only at school but outside 

of school as well to be able to improve students’ writing skill. There 

are several factors that make students find it difficult to write, one of 

which is the lack of practice of students in writing, not wanting to try 

and lack of mastery of English vocabulary so that students find it 

difficult to write. Therefor using Instagram caption for practice 

recount text can be used attract students’ attention and it is also 

possible in the future to try using other, newer media to attract 

students’ attention. The result of this research is that after students 

follow the learning process using Instagram captions, students are 

more enjoy, happy and improve writing skills. 
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B. SUGGESTION  

1. To the teacher  

a. Teachers must be aware of the problems faced by students in 

studying writing and teachers must provide solutions to the 

problems faced by students. 

b. In writing activities given by the teacher, the teacher must direct 

and inform students. 

c. Teachers should give more motivation and attention to the 

students so that the students increase their interest in learning 

English. 

d. The teacher should give more practice to the students. So it can 

make students mastered in writing. 

2. To the students 

a. Students are advised to read a lot of books so that their 

knowledge of English lessons increases, especially in writing. 

b. Students must enrich vocabulary to improve their writing skills.  

c. The students have to practice writing improve their writing skills 
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